American College of Cardiology
Award Opportunities

Deadline September 19, 2013

More details are available on the website at:
http://www.cardiosource.org/ACC/About-ACC/Awards-Program.aspx?w_nav=Search&WT.oss=ACCF%20Young%20investigators%20award&WT.os_r=16&

ACC Distinguished Awards

Lifetime Achievement Award: An individual who has had a lifetime of outstanding achievements in the field of cardiovascular disease and has served as a role model through service, basic or clinical research and teaching. Former College presidents are not eligible for this award.

Distinguished Fellowship Award: An FACC who is well recognized for service to the College and whose activities are considered to qualify this person as a role model for others. Former College presidents are not eligible for this award.

Distinguished Scientist Award: An FACC who has made major scientific contributions to the advancement of scientific knowledge in the field of cardiovascular disease. Two awards will be given in this category. One award will be given in each of the three domains: Basic, Clinical and Translational.

Distinguished Service Award: A physician, scientist or layperson who, by individual effort, has made profound contributions to medicine and/or the delivery of health care. Former College presidents are not eligible for this award.

Gifted Educator Award: An FACC who has demonstrated innovative, outstanding teaching characteristics and compassionate qualities and because of these attributes has made major contributions to the field of cardiovascular medicine at the local and/or regional level.

Distinguished Teacher Award: An FACC who has demonstrated innovative, outstanding teaching characteristics and compassionate qualities and because of these attributes has made major contributions to the field of cardiovascular medicine at the national and/or international level.

Honorary Fellowship Award: A distinguished physician or scientist who is not an ACC member and who would not otherwise have routinely had an opportunity to pursue Fellowship in the College, but whose professional performance warrants recognition by the College.

International Service Award: An FACC who through his or her outstanding
contributions to cardiovascular medicine and science has significantly enhanced cardiovascular care throughout the world. The award should recognize service and should not be tied to leadership in the international cardiovascular community.

**Master of the American College of Cardiology (MACC):** The award recognizes and honors a limited number of FACCs, who have consistently contributed to the goals and programs of the College and who have provided leadership in important College activities.